Light of the world in Kandern!

We wrapped 2018 up with time spend growing deeper as a family and with those we get to minister to. We took a group of missionaries on a mini retreat right before Christmas to a large cabin to get away, reflect, rest, be silly and connect.

Christmas was again memorable since we got to have all our kids home as well as Megan’s Friend Sian and several of our extended adopted family (below). We love the slow pace and the lingering we don’t get with them otherwise.
2019 was ushered in with joy, loud fireworks and blessings. We pray the same for you, minus the actual fireworks! We love how God is working in us and in those around us in a deeper love for Jesus.

We have been able to do more Spiritual Direction and Soul Care already this year and are blessed at how well the Lord takes care of our needs. So we keep working in His vineyard, taking care of His branches/missionaries for another fruitful year!

Thank you for partnering with us and blessing us with your love, prayers and financial support. You are blessing 30-50 people weekly with the love of Christ just through our ministry. Thank you!!!

**Update on Megan's Brazil Mission**

Megan has been in Brazil for over a month now and we are seeing her change in amazing ways that we have been praying for. She loves visiting the young women in the prisons and is hearing His voice very clearly these days as she engages with Him and those they meet. They do a variety of things every week like going into the community to pray with people, teaching street kids English, building projects and many other things.

Continue to pray for health and strength for her and the team as they struggle with the heat and sickness on and off. The team is due to come back to Germany March
7th and we will see her and the team on the 13th when they will stay with us on their church tour. Their plan is to do a presentation at BFA and inspire students.

---

Praises & Prayers you can join us in:

Praise
- new depth with one another and Jesus!
- renewing family time
- joy in the process as we start a new year

Pray
- our adopted daughters as they make plans and decisions about next year
- BFA as they are in need of a lot of staff next year
- Megan to continue to grow and stay healthy
- Wisdom for us as we decide what we will do with our house in MN this year
- for a fruitful 2019 in our family and ministry

With love and gratitude!
David and Anna
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